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C’mon guy!



Susie and Johnny are sitting at the table and Susie 
coughs. The tuberculosis (TB for short) bacteria enters 
Johnny…

The bacteria gets into Johnnys lungs

The TB starts to move to the spine, kidney, and brain 
because it was left untreated

The tuberculosis bacteria starts to multiply inside 
Johnnys lungs

Meanwhile, the neutrophils are at the scene of the crime 
where the TB first entered the lungs. The macrophages 
start cleaning up the scene by eating the left over 
bacteria

The B-cells come to trap the tuberculosis bacteria

There’s so 
many of us, how 

will they ever 
destroy us?!

They’ll never 
be able to stop us 

now!

We’re 
spreading so 

fast, they’ll never 
catch us!

Yum

Has anyone 
seen this tuberculosis 

bacteria??

Coughs



While the killer T-cells come and kill the trapped bacteria But…oh no! A few tuberculosis bacteria escaped from the B 
and T-cell!

The bacteria try and make a run for it through the Lymphatic 
system

The TB bacteria are on the run,  but the B and T-cell 
aren’t far behind them

After they lose the T and B-cell in the Lymphatic system, 
they decide it’s time to hide out. They do this by 
secreting a protein that disrupts the macrophages 
process. Then the bacteria would try to take over the 
macrophages system and reproduce…waiting for the 
right moment to strike back

C’mon guys, 
wiggle!

But little do the bacteria know, that the B and T-cell aren’t 
far behind them…

Pew!

Pew!

Don’t let them get 
away!

They’ll never find 
us now…

Help!!

Quickly guys!

We’ve gotcha now!

Hurry! Their 
coming!

Help has arrived!

They’re here!



The T and B-cells jump into action and attack the tuberculosis bacteria before they can cause anymore 
havoc. They shoot antibodies called immunoglobulins to neutralize the bacteria

In the end, the whole team celebrates on a job well done

Take that!

You’ll never get 
away now!

Oh no!!

Ha! They got you!

Time to party!

Good job guys!


